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Pattern:
Cuff pattern: (Number of stitches divisible by 2)
First and return row: knit alternately 1st.plain, 
1 st.purl between edge stitches
Basic pattern: (Number of stitches divisible by 
6 + 2 edge stitches)
1 edge stitch, * 1 patent stitch (= in return row: 
1 slip st. purl., in right-side-rows: 1 slip st. plain), 
1 garter stitch (= first and return rows: plain 
stitches), 1 patent stitch, 3 garter stitches, re-
peat from *, 1 edge stitch
stocking stitch:
right-side-row: plain stitches, return row: purl 
stitches
Knotted edge stitches:
At the beginning of the row slip stitch as in plain, 
at the end of the row, knit plain.
Stitch test: (basic pattern)
Basic pattern: 19 st x 39 rows = 10 cm x 10 cm
Cuff pattern (measure slightly stretched, 
Tip: knit a little tighter so the cap sits well 
around the ears, if appropriate, change to a 
smaller needle size): 
22 st x 30 rows = 10 cm x 10 cm
Instructions:
Cap:
The cap is knitted open back and forth.
Cast on 82 st. plus 2 edge stitches, start with 
return row and knit in cuff pattern for 3 cm 
(= 9 rows). In the following right-side-row knit 
plain, then, from following return row, continue 
in following stitch sequence: 1 edge stitch, 1 gar-
ter stitch, 13 x (1 patent stitch, 1 st garter stitch, 
1 patent stitch, 3 garter stitch), end with 1 patent 
stitch, 1 garter stitch, 1 patent stitch and 1 edge 
stitch. At a total height of 20 cm (= 75 rows) 
from cast-on, work casting off respectively in 
the specified right-side-row as follows, in the 
process knit garter stitch with the remaining 
stitches in the remaining right-side-row and re-
turn rows and respectively continue the patent 
stripes up to incl. row 81:

Size:
Cap: Head circumference: 
54 cm – 57 cm
Loop: Circumference 125 cm, 
width 25 cm
Usage:
approx. 300 g for cap and loop

Quality:
Happy uni (Fa. Gründl)
100 % acrylic (anti-Pilling)
100 g / 250 m

4,0 – 4,5

Needles:

Difficulty level:

Pattern
HAPPY UNI 
Cap and Loop

3 x
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76. row: knit each 5. and 6. st (always include 
edge stitch) together in plain (= 70 st)
80. row: knit 5. and 6. st and every further 4. 
and 5. st together in plain (= 57 st)
82. row: continue working in stocking stitch, 
knitting each 3. and 4. st together in plain. 
(= 43 s)
84. row: knit 2. and 3. st together in plain (= 29 st)
86. row: knit each 2 st together in plain (= 15 st)
Pull remaining 15 st together with working yarn. 
Close the rear seam in mattress stitch from 
right side as follows: place side edges together 
and alternately insert needle 1x right and 1x 
left into the knotted edge stitches; after a few 
cm, pull yarn so the seam closes. This makes 
the seam flat and almost invisible. Make a 
pompon of Ø 9 cm and sew it onto the cap.
Loop:
Cast on 47 st plus 2 edge stitch, start with 
1 return row and knit as follows: 1 edge stitch, 
1 garter stitch, 7 x (1 patent stitch, 1 garter 
stitch, 1 patent stitch, 3 garter stitches), end 
with 1 patent stitch, 1 garter stitch, 1 patent 
stitch, 1 garter stitch, 1 edge stitch. At a total 
height of 125 cm (= 487 rows) cast off all st 
straight in the following right-side-row, con-
tinue in the pattern. Sew cast on and cast off 
edge of the loop together.

Abbreviations:
st = stitch
right-side-row = row(s) facing front  
return row (facing back) 


